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Abstract� In this paper we study a special operator for sequential compo�
sition� which is de�ned relative to a dependency relation over the actions of a
given system
 The idea is that actions which are not dependent intuitively
because they share no common resources� do not have to wait for one another
to proceed� even if they are composed sequentially
 Such a notion has been
studied before in a linear�time setting� but until recently there has been no
systematic investigation in the context of process algebras

We give a structural operational semantics for a process algebraic language
containing such a sequential composition operator� which shows some inter�
esting interplay with choice
 We give a complete axiomatisation of strong
bisimilarity and we show consistency of the operational semantics with an
event�based denotational semantics developed recently by the second au�
thor
 The axiom system allows to derive the communication closed layers

law� which in the linear time setting has been shown to be a very useful
instrument in correctness preserving transformations
 We conclude with a
couple of examples


� Introduction

We are interested in the subject of sequential versus concurrent behaviour in process
algebra� In the usual interleaving semantics� two actions that are speci�ed as occur�
ring in parallel will be modelled as occurring in either of the two possible orders�
the parallelism is deemed unobservable and hence not explicitly modelled� On the
other hand� if an ordering is speci�ed between two actions then it is usually assumed
that this ordering will actually be realised in practice� in other words the actions
will indeed occur in the speci�ed order� The �rst assumption has been the subject
of much debate� and in fact a whole branch of computer science dealing with non�
standard� partial order semantics has been developed as a result of dropping this
assumption and modelling parallelismmore faithfully� The second assumption� how�
ever� has hardly been questioned� Yet there are actually some arguments against it�
If one postulates an inherent notion of dependency among the actions performed by
a system� then one can imagine that only dependent actions will actually be executed
in the speci�ed order� whereas independent actions can be performed in either order
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even if they are actually composed in sequence� For instance� in compiler optimi�
sation� if neither of two sequentially composed assignment statements depends on
the other then a compiler is free to reorder them� There is a similar connection to
serialisability in data bases�

The idea of a dependency relation over the actions of a system can already be
found in trace theory as developed by Mazurkiewicz ��	
� Zwiers et al� have also
exploited this idea in ���� ��� �
� In both cases however� the models used are linear�
time� which is to say that the points in time at which choices are made are not
represented in the model�We aimat extending this idea to branching�time semantics�
in particular to strong bisimulation� In this e�ort we are guided by an existing partial�
order denotational model developed by one of the authors �Wehrheim ��
�� Other
partial�order models in which an explicit notion of �in�dependency plays a role are
e�g� Shields� ���
� Bednarczyk ��
� Stark ���
� but there dependency is de�ned on
the level of events� i�e�� occurrences of actions� rather than actions themselves� The
resulting concept is much more concrete than the one we present here�

We postulate a dependency relation over the actions and develop an operational
semantics �Section �� based on a weak notion of sequential composition� which takes
dependency into account� The resulting semantics has some surprising features� In
particular� the occurrence of an action may resolve choices that are in some sense in
the �future� of the system� In Section �� our semantics is shown to adhere to a well�
studied format for SOS rules� the so�called GSOS format �cf� ��
�� As a consequence
we can apply existing �meta�level� theory to derive that strong bisimilarity is a con�
gruence� We also develop a complete axiomatisation for bisimilarity� In Section 	� we
show consistency of our operational semantics with the partial�order denotational
semantics of ��
 mentioned above� �Historically we started out with the denotational
model� and the operational semantics was developed as a justi�cation of it�� Most
of the features that give rise to complications in the operational semantics are com�
pletely natural in the denotational model� In Section � we discuss some examples
where the notion of weak sequential composition is used to good advantage� Among
others� we recapture the communication closed layers law advocated in the work
of Zwiers et al�� extended to take synchronisation into account� Finally� Section �
contains some concluding remarks�

For lack of space� all proofs have been omitted�

� Language and Operational Semantics

We assume a global set of actions Act with a re�exive and symmetric relation D �
Act�Act called dependency� The inverse notion of independency is de�ned by a I b
i� ��a D b�� The dependency class of a given action is denoted �a
D �� f b j b D a g�
extended to �A
D ��

S
a�A�a
D� similarly �a
I �� f b j b I a g and �A
I ��

T
a�A�a
I�

The language L studied in this paper is generated by the following grammar�

B ��� �P j a j B � B j B �B j B jjA B

where a � Act and P�A � Act� We will also use the alphabet ��B� of a term B�
recursively de�ned as follows�

���P � �� �



��a� �� fag where a � Act
��B � C� �� ��B� � ��C� where � � f�� �� jjAg

The operators of L have been taken from existing languages �CCS ���
� CSP ���
�
ACP �	
� but some of them will get a non�standard interpretation� The basic new idea
is the e�ect of dependency on sequential composition� in our semantics� independent
actions never have to wait for one another to proceed even if they are sequentially
composed� Actions from the second operand C of a term B �C are able to �overtake�
B if they are independent of B� We will call such actions permissible according to B�
Even if B is �deadlocked� in the sense of not being able to perform any action itself�
it may still permit actions of C� Note that if all actions are dependent� our notion
of sequential composition reduces to the standard one� The index P in the deadlock
constants �P explicitly represents the permissible actions� i�e� the actions for which
�P acts like successful termination rather than proper deadlock� We use auxiliary
notations � � �� �no actions are permitted� complete deadlock� and � � �Act �all
actions are permitted� complete termination��

As regards the rest of the language� the term a executes a and then terminates
successfully� B � C denotes the choice between B and C� which can not only be
resolved in the usual way� by the �rst action of B or C� but also by actions of
processes that �sequentially� follow the choice� For instance� if a D c and a I b
then �a � b� � c denotes a process that either executes a or b and afterwards c �as
usual� or can start with c after which the choice between a and b is resolved and
only b is left to be performed� The family of operators fjjAgA�Act stand for TCSP�
like parallel composition with synchronisation on actions of A� with the additional
requirement �important in the partial order semantics� that dependent actions of
parallel components have to be executed in a nondeterministically chosen order
rather than �truly� concurrently�

We now formalise these intuitions operationally� First consider sequential com�
position� Examples of operational rules for normal sequential composition are the
following from Baeten and Weijland �	
 �for a detailed discussion see ��
��

B �a	 B�

B �C �a	 B� �C
B �a	 p

B �C �a	 C

where B �a	 p
denotes that B can terminate successfully by executing a� The rules

state that either B has not terminated yet� in which case the sequential composition
can only execute actions of B� or B terminates and afterwards C starts� In contrast
to this� our weak sequential composition allows execution of actions of C if these
actions are independent of B� In a �rst attempt to capture this operationally� instead
of the second rule above we propose

C �a	 C� a � ���B�
I

B �C �a	 B � C�

This works satisfactorily with terms like a � b where a I b� we can derive a � b �b	 a ���
However if a D c and b I c then c � ���a�b�
D� hence the above rule would not allow
to derive the desired transition �a�b� �c �c	 b� We see that the e�ect of dependencies
is more subtle than allowed for by the above rule� In particular� the �rst operand



may actually change as a consequence of �permitting� actions� To capture this e�ect
we de�ne a transition�like permission relation B a���	 B�� expressing that B permits
a and changes into B�� The rules for this relation are given in Table ��

Table �� Permission relation

action
a I b

b a���� b
deadlock

a � P

�P
a���� �P

choice
B a���� B� C a����

B �C a���� B�

C a���� C � B a����

B � C a���� C �

B a���� B� C a���� C �

B � C a���� B� �C �

sequential
composition

B a���� B� C a���� C �

B �C a���� B� � C �
parallel
composition

B a���� B� C a���� C �

B jj
A
C a���� B� jj

A
C �

The most interesting permission rules are those for choice� if only one of the
operands permits an action a then the choice can thereby be resolved� The sequential
and parallel composition of processes only permit actions if both components do�
The following property re�ects some of the intuitions behind the permission relation�

Proposition�� B a���	 B� 
 a � ���B��
I�

Ordinary transitions are de�ned in Table �� Note especially the second rule of se�
quential composition� which states that B �C can execute actions from C if they are
permitted by B� It is now straightforward to derive the transition �a� b� � c �c	 b ��
discussed above �where a D c I b�� We de�ne transition�permission systems as the
natural extension of labelled transition systems to our setting�

Table �� Transition relation

action
a �a� �

choice
B �a� B�

B �C �a� B�

C �a� B�

B �C �a� B�

sequential
composition

B �a� B�

B �C �a� B� �C

B a���� B� C �a� C �

B � C �a� B� �C �

parallel
composition

B �a� B� a �� A

B jjA C �a� B� jjA C

C �a� C � a �� A

B jjA C �a� B jjA C �

B �a� B� C �a� C � a � A

B jjA C �a� B� jjA C �

De�nition� �transitionpermission system�� For a termB � L� the transition�
permission system of B� tps�B�� is de�ned by hAct�L��	� ��	� Bi�

� Axiomatisation of Bisimilarity

To interpret the operational semantics we de�ne an equivalence relation over tps�s�
Two terms are then regarded to describe the same behaviour if the tps�s generated
by the operational semantics are equivalent� The equivalence relation we choose for
this purpose is the standard �strong� bisimilarity�



De�nition� �bisimilarity�� Let Ti � hAct � Si��	i� ��	i� qii be tps�s for i � �� ��
A bisimulation relation is a binary relation � � S� � S� such that q� � q� and
whenever s� � s� �resp� s� � s�
 then
�� s� �a	 s�� implies s� �a	 s�� for some s�� �

�� s�� �resp� s�� � s
�
�
�

�� s� a���	 s�� implies s� a���	 s�� for some s�� �
�� s�� �resp� s�� � s

�
�
�

If a bisimulation relation exists� we call T� and T� bisimilar� denoted T� � T��

This notion is lifted to terms as usual� B � C i� tps�B� � tps�C�� We establish that
bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to the operators of our language� For this
purpose� rather than giving a direct proof we derive the result from existing meta�
theory� In the past few years we have seen the development of theory relating the
format of SOS rules to properties of the resulting operational semantics� Typically�
the kind of property proved in this way is the congruence of certain equivalence
relations with respect to operations de�ned by the SOS rules� in particular� this is
done for strong bisimilarity in the seminal paper by Bloom� Israel and Meyer ��
�
In order to apply this general theory� we have to reinterpret permissions a���	 as

transitions with special labels� e�g�� ��a	� where for all a � Act � �a is a new label not

in Act� Hence ��	 denotes a �proper� transition if � � Act and a permission if � � �a
for some a � Act� We state without proof that with this modi�cation� the SOS rules
in Tables � and � all satisfy the GSOS format de�ned in ��
� Hence the following is
a direct consequence of ��� Theorem �
�

Theorem	 �congruence�� � is a congruence over L�

Now for an axiomatisation of bisimilarity� The unusual behaviour of weak sequential
composition forces some modi�cations to the standard axioms for bisimilarity� For
instance� the axiomatisation of ACP ��
 contains the rule �x� y�z � xz� yz �where
juxtaposition is sequential composition�� For weak sequential composition however�
this is not valid� for instance� if a I c I b then �a � b� � c �c	 �a � b� � � which can
still do both a and b� however� if a � c� b � c �c	 B then either B � a � � or B � b � ��
neither of which can do both a and b� It follows that �a� b� � c �� a � c� b � c�

Aceto� Bloom and Vaandrager ��
 have developed a general method for deriving
complete axiomatisations for strong bisimilarity directly from GSOS rules� Unfor�
tunately� it turns out that this part of the existing SOS meta�theory is not directly
applicable to our system in its current form� One problem lies in the fact that al�
though our language can only describe �nite behaviour� still in a technical sense it
allows in�nite computations to be speci�ed� for instance� if a I b then b ��a	 b ��a	 � � ��
This means that the technique of ��
 fails to induce a normal form� Nevertheless�
a complete axiomatisation does exist� as we show below� Unfortunately� to obtain
normal forms we need auxiliary operators not in L� In particular� we introduce a
new family of pre�x operators for all a � Act� which we denote by juxtaposition� i�e�
aB pre�xes B with a � Act� The operational semantics of pre�x is given in Table ��
Note in particular the di�erence between the pre�x aB and the sequential composi�
tion a �B� for instance if B �b	 B� where a I b� the latter then allows a �B �b	 a �B�

which cannot be matched by aB�
Apart from pre�x� Table � de�nes auxiliary operators needed to axiomatise se�

quential composition and synchronisation� Unlike pre�x� these other auxiliaries ap�
pear only temporarily and can always be removed by rewriting� bbA is the standard



Table �� Operational semantics of auxiliary operators

pre�x
aB �a� B

a I b B b��� B�

aB b��� aB�

left sequential
B �a� B�

B �� C �a� B� �C

B a���� B� C a���� C �

B �� C a���� B� �� C �

right sequential
B a���� B� C �a� C �

B �� C �a� B� �C �

B a���� B� C a���� C �

B �� C a���� B� �� C �

left merge
B �a� B� a �� A

B bb
A
C �a� B� jj

A
C

B a���� B� C a���� C �

B bb
A
C a���� B� bb

A
C �

communication merge
B �a� B� C �a� C � a � A

B jA C �a� B� jjA C �

B a���� B� C a���� C �

B jA C a���� B� jA C �

left merge from ACP� adapted to our notion of synchronisation and extended to deal
with permissions� jA is the relevant version of the communication merge� �� and �� �
called left sequential and right sequential� serve a similar purpose with respect to
sequential composition as left and communication merge with respect to synchroni�
sation� in B�� C� intuitively the �rst action comes from B whereas in B�� C it should
come from C�

The language obtained by extending L with the above auxiliary operators is
denoted L�� Before we can give the axiomatisation of L� we still need some more
machinery in the form of functions over L�� First of all� ��L� 	 �Act returns
the permissible actions of a term� intuitively those actions for which a permission
relation can be deduced� Second� we de�ne the residue of a term after permitting a

Table �� Permissible actions and residue

��P � �� P resa�P � �� �P
�a� �� �a�I resab� �� b

�B � C� �� �B� � �C� resaB �C� ��

�
resaB� � resaC� if a � �B� � �C�
resaB� if a � �B� n �C�
resaC� if a � �C� n �B�

�B � C� �� �B� � �C� resaB �C� �� resaB� � resaC� � � f���� ��� � jjA� bbA� jAg�
�aB� �� �a�I � �B� resabB� �� b resaB�

given action� as a family of functions resa�L
� 	 L� for every a � Act� Intuitively�

if a is permitted by B then resa�B� corresponds to the remainder of B after that
permission� i�e�� B a���	 resa�B�� The residue can unfortunately not be dealt with
by adding it as yet another auxiliary operator to L�� basically because it cannot be
captured operationally� The following lemma formalises the intuitions underlying �
and res� It is proved by induction on the structure of B�

Lemma�� For all B � L�� B a���	 B� if and only if a � ��B� and B� � resa�B��

Finally� we come to the axiomatisation of L�� It is given in Table ��
The equations for choice� C��	� form an important part of our equational the�

ory� in that over the sublanguage consisting of just deadlock� pre�x and choice� all



Table �� Axioms for bisimulation

x� y � y � x C� x jj
A
y � x bb

A
y � y bb

A
x� x j

A
y P

x� y � z� � x� y� � z C� x� y� bb
A
z � x bb

A
z� � y bb

A
z� PL�

x� x � x C� ax bb
Anfag y � ax jj

A
y� PL�

x� ���x��P � x C� ax bb
A�fag y � ���ax����y� PL�

a � a� A �P bbA x � �P���x� PL�

x � y � x �� y � x �� y S x j
A
y � y j

A
x PC�

x � y� �� z � x�� z� � y �� z� SL� x� y� j
A
z � x j

A
z � y j

A
z PC�

ax �� y � ax � y� SL� ax j
A�fag ay � ax jj

A
y� PC�

�P �� x � �P���x� SL� ax j
A�fag by � ���ax����by� if a 	� b PC�

x �� y � z� � x�� y � x �� z SR� ax j
Anfag y � ���ax����y� PC�

x �� ay � aresax� � y� if a � �x� SR� �P jA x � �P���x� PC�

x �� ay � ���x����ay� if a �� �x� SR�

x �� �P � ���x��P SR�

bisimilarities can be proved using these equations only� This is stated in the follow�
ing theorem� which slightly extends the standard result in that we have a family of
deadlock constants �P instead of just a single one �corresponding to our ���note
that if we restrict L to �� then indeed we cannot derive any permissions any more��

Theorem�� If L�t �for tree language denotes the fragment of L� consisting of
deadlock� pre�x and choice� then C��	 are complete for bisimilarity in L�t �

The other equations in our system basically allow to reduce every term to this
fragment L�t � the above completeness result then carries over to the entire language�
The interesting operator is once more weak sequential composition� axiomatised
in S�SR	� We follow the standard technique �cf� ��
� of splitting the operator into
the two auxiliary ones �� and �� introduced above� The former is relatively easy to
capture equationally� Note in particular that here we do have the distributivity over
choice discussed at the beginning of this section� Right sequential is more complex�
especially� if the second operand is a pre�x term then we have to distinguish whether
or not the �rst operand permits the pre�xed action �SR� and ��� and as the �rst
operand may change as a consequence of this permission� we also need the residue�
It is here� therefore� that we need the functions � and res�

Let T� denote the theory in Table �� We �rst need to show that all the equations
of T� are sound modulo bisimilarity� and then that they induce normal forms which
are terms of L�t � Together with Theorem �� this establishes completeness� For the
soundness proof we need that � and res are well�de�ned modulo the given equations�

Proposition�� If B � C is an instance of one of the equations in Table 
� then on
the one hand� ��B� � ��C�� and on the other� resa�B� � resa�C� is an instance of
the same equation�

Now we state the required soundness property�

Theorem
 �soundness�� If T�  B � C then B � C�



Next� we show that all terms of L� can be rewritten to normal forms in L�t �

Theorem� �normalisation�� If C � L� then T�  B � C for some B � L�t �

The �nal completeness result just collects the previous theorems�

Corollary �� �completeness�� For all B�C � L�� B � C i� T�  B � C�

In order to work with the proof system in practise� one would need to prove a
lot of auxiliary equations �rst� At this point we merely mention that sequential
composition is associative and that � � B � B for all B � L� This allows us� re�
spectively� to write series of sequential compositions without parentheses and to get
rid of spurious left�over ��s in many derivations� for instance� if a D b D c then
a � b � c �a	 � � b � c � b � c �b	 � � c � c� instead of arriving at either �� ��� � c or � � �� � c��

� Denotational Semantics

Besides the operational semantics we will also de�ne a denotational semantics for
the language L which is shown to be consistent with the operational semantics�
More precisely� we will show that the transition�permission system of a term B
derived via the operational semantics is bisimilar to the transition�permission system
obtained from the denotational semantics of B� The model we use for this purpose
was introduced in Wehrheim ��
� where it is discussed and motivated in detail�

The models are sets of partial runs� implicitly ordered by pre�x� We will use a
global set of events E� assumed to be closed under pairing� �E�f�g���E�f�g� � E�
where � �� E is a special symbol� A directed acyclic graph is an ordered subset of E
where the �re�exive and cycle�free� ordering represents the causal relation between
events� Runs are represented by labelled dags with permission sets� or P�dags for
short� where the dag part supplies information about the past behaviour up to a
certain point� and the permission set consists of all actions that are independent of
the future behaviour�

De�nition�� �labelled Pdag�� A labelled P�dag is a tuple u � hE��� l� P iwhere
� E � E is a set of events�
� � � E �E is a re�exive and cycle�free �ow relation�
� l�E 	 Act is a labelling function� and
� P � Act is a permission set �P�set��

We use u� v� w to range over P�dags� and Eu� �u etc� to denote the components
of a P�dag u� The labelling function extends the dependency relation to events�
e Du e� i� lu�e� D lu�e��� u is called D�compatible if precisely all dependent events
are ordered� i�e���u��u � Du� The set of allD�compatible P�dags is denoted PDD�
The P�dags we use in our semantics will always be D�compatible� If f �Eu 	 E is
an injective function� then f�u� �� hf�Eu�� f��u�� lu � f��� P i de�nes the image
of u under f � Two dags u and v are said to be dag�equal �denoted u �dg v� if
hEu��u� lui � hEv��v� lvi� and compatibly labelled i� lujEu�Ev � lvjEu�Ev �



Now we de�ne some P�dag constants and operators� The following constants will
be used to represent the maximal runs of the processes �P and a�

�P �� h������ P i
ea �� hfeg� f�e� e�g� f�e� a�g� Acti 	

The operators to be considered are union and weak sequential composition of P�dags�
Union is only de�ned for compatibly labelled P�dags and sequential composition is
only de�ned if the event sets are disjoint and the �rst operand permits the events of
the second to happen� The latter idea is captured by the notion of enabling � we say
that u enables v �denoted u  v� if Eu �Ev � � and Pu � lv�Ev��

u � v �� hEu �Ev��u ��v� lu � lv� Pu � Pvi if lujEu�Ev � lv jEu�Ev
u � v �� hEu �Ev��u ��v � ��Eu � Ev� �D�� lu � lv� Pu � Pvi if u  v�

Finally� we de�ne a smoothening and a pre�x relation over P�dags� as follows�

u v v �� Eu � Ev � �u � �v � lu � lv � Pu � Pv
u � v �� Eu � Ev � �u � �v � �Ev � Eu� � 
u � 
vjEu � Pu � Pv n �l�Ev nEu�
D

Intuitively� u v v states that v augments u with some additional ordering �for
instance to make it D�compatible�� whereas u � v states that u is a sub�behaviour
of v� that is� the computation can be carried on after u and may evolve into v�

De�nition�� �Pdag structure�� A P�dag structure is a non�empty pre�x closed
set of compatibly labelled P�dags� The set of P�dag structures is denoted PDS�

The above operators are now lifted to P�dag structures� and used to model the
operators of L� To model the behaviour of terms B jj

A
C� we rely on label�preserving

bijections from the A�labelled events of the left hand operand to the A�labelled events
from the right hand operand� Such bijections establish which events synchronise with
one another� If u and v are P�dags then �u	A v
 denotes the space of label�preserving
bijections from f e � Eu j lu�e� � A g to f e � Ev j lv�e� � A g� if f �u	A v then the
following functions map the events from u resp� v to their synchronisations�

�f�� e �	
�
�e� f�e�� if f�e� is de�ned
�e� �� otherwise

�f�� e �	
�
�f���e�� e� if f���e� is de�ned
��� e� otherwise�

As a consequence� synchronising u and v is a matter of �nding an f �u 	A v and
constructing �f��u� � �f��v�� Unfortunately� in general this is not D�compatible� the
ordering has to be augmented� In the end therefore� we model the synchronisation
of u and v according to f by all w � PDD such that �f��u� � �f��v� v w�

The denotational semantics of L is now given by the function ���

�L� E	 PDS
inductively de�ned in Table �� The second argument of the function is only used to
ensure disjointness of sets of events�

Consider again B � �a�b� �c where a I b I c and a D c� This yields the following
P�dag structure �where 	 denotes pre�x� and we have left out the events� which in
this case does not matter since there is only one occurrence of every action��

�fbg 	 a fbg 	 a	c fa� b� cg
�� 	 b fbg

� �
c fa� cg 	 b

c fa� b� cg



Table 	� P�dag structure semantics for L

���P ��e �� f�P g

��a��
e
�� f��a�I � eag

��B � C��
e
�� ��B���e��� � ��C�����e�

��B �C��
e
�� f u � v j u � ��B���e���� v � ��C�����e�� u 
 v g

��B jjA C��e �� fw � PDD j u � ��B��e� v � ��C��e� f �u�A v� �f�u� � �f�v� v w g

To relate this to the operational semantics� we have to de�ne a notion of state over
the denotational model� and introduce transitions and permissions over them� Here
we encounter the interesting situation that the P�dags themselves are not suitable to
represent states� For instance� in the example above we see that the P�dag structure
does not have a smallest element� and there is no natural notion of initial state�
Instead� we use nonempty sets of dag�equal P�dags as states� if P � PDS then

s �a	P s� �� �e � E	 s� � fu � P j �v � s	 v � u �Eu � Ev � feg � lu�e� � a g
s a���	P s� �� s� � fu � s j a � Pu g

For the above example� this yields the following transitions �permissions are ignored��

f�fbgg 	 f a fbgg 	 f a	c fa� b� cgg
�

f�fbg� ��g 	 f b fbgg
�� �

f��g 	 f c fa� cgg 	 f bc fa� b� cgg
In general� therefore� the states of P are subsets of �u
�dg �P� a natural initial state
of a given P�dag structure P is then ���
�dg �P� Hence for a P�dag structure P� the
transition�permission system of P is de�ned by

tps�P� �� hAct� f s j �u	� � s � �u
�dg � P g��	P � ��	P � ���
�dg � Pi 	

The next theorem states the consistency of operational and denotational semantics�

Theorem��� For all B � L and e � E� tps�B� � tps���B

e��

� Examples

We discuss some small examples from the world of protocols� in which our notion of
weak sequential composition and the interaction with choice are essential�

��� Connection Release Phase

We consider a small protocol for connection�oriented data transfer between two
parties� The example is inspired by Goltz and G�otz ���
� The protocol consists of
three phases� connection establishment� data transfer and connection release� Here
we concern ourselves only with the interaction between the data transfer and release



phases� We start by a speci�cation of the form Prot � Data �Rel � which re�ects the
idea that after connection release� no data can be transferred any more� However� it
can in general not be ruled out that some actions from the data phase take place
only after the release phase has started� Let us assume that data is only transferred
from party A to party B� and the transfer of one data item consists of two actions�
dreqA and dindB for data request and data indication taking place at A and B�
respectively� The release phase� on the other hand� can be initiated by either A or
B by a release request rreqA or rreqB � is indicated at the other end by a release
indication rindB or rindA� and con�rmed by a release con�rm rcnf A or rcnf B � The
corresponding processes are speci�ed as follows�

Data � �� dreqA � dindB
Rel � rreqA � rindB � rcnf A � rreqB � rindA � rcnf B 	

�We have modelled just one possible data transfer� in the next example we will see
a somewhat more involved data phase�� The four possible interactions are depicted
in Fig� � below� Note that in scenario �	�� the data indication dindB can take place
before or after the release request rreqB � however� after a release con�rm� no data
can arrive any more�

Fig� �� Possible interactions of data and release phase

dindB

dreqA

��

rindB

rreqA

rcnf A

rreqB dreqA

rindA

rreqA

rindB

rcnf A

rindA

rcnf B

�� �� ��

rcnf B

dindB

rreqB

Consider the dependencies between the actions� The local actions of each party are
dependent with the exception of dindB and rreqB � the idea here is that party B
cannot know if there is a data indication coming or not� and hence this cannot
in�uence whether or not B will request release� In addition� each indication should
be dependent on the corresponding request� and the con�rmation on the indication�
Now we can analyse the behaviour of this protocol� Its �rst transition is either a
data request �by A� or a release request �by A or B�� If it is a data request then

Prot � Data �Rel �dreqA���	 dindB �Rel
which corresponds to scenario ��� or �	� of Fig� �� Which of these two is chosen
depends on who initiates the release� Note that both rreqA and rreqB are already
enabled in dindB �Rel � In fact� dindB can be delayed even further�

dindB �Rel �rreqB���	 dindB � rindA � rcnf B �rindA���	 dindB � rcnf B
At this stage� however� the data indication must take place� On the other hand� if the
�rst action of Prot is the release request from B� then �because resa�Data� � Data�
the choice in the data phase is not resolved by this and up to bisimilarity we get

Prot �rreqB���	 Data � rindA



corresponding to scenario ��� or �	� in Fig� �� The next action will decide between
these two possibilities� it is either dreqA or rindA� the latter of which does decide

the choice in Data� i�e�� Data � rindA �rindA���	 ��
Note in particular that the non�right�distributivity of choice over �weak� sequen�

tial composition is important here� the alternative protocol Rel �dreqA �dindA �Rel �
obtained by distributing Rel over the choice in Data � is di�erent from Prot� since
in this new protocol� an initial rreqB�action resolves the choice and dreqA may be
refused afterwards� The denotational model of Prot looks as follows �where we have
left out the permission sets and hence the states collapse to their underlying dags��

rreqA
�
rindB

�
rreqA rcnf A

� �
rindB

�

rreqA dreqA�rreqA �
dreqA�rreqA


dindB
�

dreqA�rreqA
 

dindB�rindB
� � � �

� � dreqA �
dreqA

�
dindB

�
dreqA

�
rreqB dindB

dreqA�rreqA�rcnf A
  �

dindB�rindB
� � � �

rreqB � dreqA
rreqB

�
dreqA�rindA

�
rreqB

�
dreqA�rindA

��
rreqB dindB

� �

rindA
�

rreqB
�

rindA
� �

rreqB rcnf B

dreqA�rindA
�� �

rreqB dindB�rcnf B

��� Communication Closed Layers

An algebraic law that has been applied quite successfully in a linear time setting
is the communication closed layers law �CCL�� advocated for instance by Zwiers et
al� in ���� ��� �
� As mentioned in the introduction� this law has actually been one
of the motivations for the present work� In our setting� CCL can be formulated as
follows� �

� �B� jjA�

C��
�

�B� jjA�
C��

�
A �

�
�B�

�
B�

�
A jjA��A�

�
�C�

�
C�

�
A 	 ���

Each pair Bi� Ci is thought to form a layer of an ongoing algorithm or protocol� in
which information is exchanged between the components Bi and Ci using two di�er�
ent mechanisms� interference due to dependencies between actions� and synchronisa�
tion over Ai� Both kinds of interference are however ruled out between components
of di�erent layers� if i �� j then

� di�erent components of di�erent layers are mutually independent� i�e�� ��Bi�nAi

is independent of ��Cj� nAj�
� di�erent layers do not synchronise� i�e�� ��Bi� �Aj � � and ��Ci� �Aj � ��

These conditions constitute the requirement of communication closedness� which is
necessary for ��� to hold� Recall that A� I A� �
 �a� � A�� a� � A�	 a� I a�� then
the formal statement of CCL is as follows�



Theorem�	 �CCL�� If Bi� Ci � L and Ai � Act for i � �� � and for all i �� j�
���Bi� nAi� I ���Cj� nAj� and ��Bi� �Aj � ��Ci� �Aj � �� then

�B� jjA�

C�� � �B� jjA�

C�� � �B� �B�� jjA��A�

�C� �C��
An interesting special case is B �C � B jj

�
C � C �B� which holds if ��B� I ��C�

�obtained by setting B� � B� B� � C� � �� C� � C and A� � A� � ��� By
induction one can extend Theorem �	 to m � � layers of n � � components each�

Here we show an application of CCL� Consider a data phase consisting of n � �
data transfers� each speci�ed in a �logical layer� Datan� The speci�cation of the
data phase is Data � Data� � � �Datan� where Data i � prod � dreqi � dind i � cons for
� � i � n� The dreqi and dind i are data transfer requests and indications as before
�which are always in the same direction�� prod is an action at the sending party
which produces data and cons an action at the receiving party which consumes
them� The produce and consume actions and data actions of di�erent layers are
independent� that is� prod I cons and dreqj I dreqi I dind j I dind i for all i �� j�
The overall behaviour of Data is depicted in Fig� �� Note that without the prod� and
cons�actions� the di�erent data phases would be completely independent� which is
not the kind of behaviour we want to specify�

Fig� �� Data transfer phase consisting of n layers

prod dreqn

consdindn

prod prod dreq�

dind� cons cons

dreq�

dind�

� � �

� � �

layer nlayer �layer �

Now we want to transform this speci�cation to one which is composed �vertically��
that is� in which the roles of the sending and receiving parties and that of the channel
are distinguished� First we do this to the separate data layers�

Data �i � ��prod � dreqi� jj� �dind i � cons�� jjdreqi�dindi �dreqi � dind i� 	

It is easy to see that Data i can be rewritten to Data�i using the equations P�PC�
and C	� Now we introduce auxiliary names Send i � prod � dreqi� Reci � dind i � cons
and Chan i � dreq i � dind i� allowing us to write

Data � ��Send� jj�Rec��jjdreq
�
�dind�

Chan�� � � � ��Sendnjj�Recn�jjdreqn�dindnChann� 	

If i �� j then one the one hand� ��Send i jj� Reci� n fdreqi� dind ig � fprod � consg I
� � ��Chanj� n fdreqj� dind jg� and on the other� ��Data i� � fdreqj� dindjg � ��
Hence the conditions of CCL are ful�lled� implying

Data �

�
B�

�Send� jj� Rec��
���

�Sendn jj� Recn�

�
CA jjA

�
B�

Chan�
���

Chann

�
CA



where A �
Sn

i�� fdreqi� dind ig� The left hand side can in turn be subjected to CCL�
since ��Send i� I ��Recj� for all i �� j� hence we have

Data �

�
B�
�
B�

Send �
���

Sendn

�
CA jj

�

�
B�

Rec�
���

Recn

�
CA
�
CA jjA

�
B�

Chan�
���

Chann

�
CA

This is indeed the structure we were aiming at� there are now clearly recognisable
subterms describing the behaviour of sender� receiver and channel�

� Conclusions

The work reported here is part of an ongoing project in which the connection between
such concepts as causality and action re�nement is investigated� In this paper we
have succeeded in �downgrading� the notion of causality to the operational idea that
an action may �overtake� any term of which it is independent� even if it is speci�ed
as taking place only after that term� resulting in a weakened notion of sequential
composition� the consequences of which we have discussed in some detail�

In the literature� this idea has so far been considered primarily in a linear time
setting� see especially Mazurkiewicz ��	
� In the process algebraic setting of this pa�
per it has some surprising consequences� especially for the combination of sequential
composition and choice� In this respect� we have investigated only one of a number
of possible alternatives� driven by considerations based on the existing partial�order
model of Wehrheim ��
� In a sense� the operational semantics forms the �projec�
tion� of a partial�order denotational semantics to an interleaving setting� retaining�
however� some independence information that is more commonly associated with
non�interleaving models� When we set out� it was not clear that this could be done
at all� and in fact� many of the aspects that are unusual in the operational� interleav�
ing point of view� such as the moment at which choices are resolved� are completely
natural in the denotational� partial order model�

Note that the linear time model of Janssen� Poel and Zwiers ���
 and Fokkinga�
Poel and Zwiers ��
� which is used as denotational model for a language similar
to ours �especially also including weak sequential composition�� does not lend itself
easily to a compositional operational characterisation� since deadlocking runs are
simply thrown out �for instance� they have the equivalent of B � �� � ����

Since the rules of our operational semantics �t into the GSOS format known from
the literature� we could immediately use existing SOS theory to show that the op�
erational semantics de�nes a unique transition relation�which is not self�evident�
given the fact that it features negative premises�and that �strong� bisimilarity is
a congruence for all the operators of our language� Since we had in no way worked
towards that result� we regard this as an interesting �proof of the pudding�� both
for the SOS theory and for our own semantics� We have moreover given a complete
axiomatisation of the language with respect to bisimilarity� In this respect however�
the existing SOS theory� although yielding useful hints� was not directly applicable�

The usefulness of the notion of weak sequential composition has been demon�
strated by two small examples from the area of protocol design� The �rst of these



shows that in some situations� the interplay with choice we have speci�ed is exactly
what one wants� As part of the second example� we have extended the communi�
cation closed layers law� known from the linear time setting� to our language� This
example does not involve the choice operator �although it does contain synchronisa�
tion and in that sense goes beyond the usual linear time applications�� we conjecture
that to put CCL to maximal bene�t in the context of process algebra� it should be
generalised somehow to include choices between layers�

The language we have considered in this paper may be changed or extended in
several ways� The interplay between weak sequential composition and choice� which
is the central issue of this paper� can conceivably be simpli�ed � although we stress
once more that our approach is very natural in the denotational model� In fact
the peculiarities �if they should be called such� of the operational characterisation
might as well be attributed to the interleaving nature of this characterisation� raising
the immediate question if some partial�order operational semantics would not be
more appropriate� Another suggestion �thanks to one of the referees� is that the
problems we envisage to solve with weak sequential composition could alternatively
be tackled with prioritised parallel composition� This is an interesting subject for
study� although it is perhaps questionable if any simpli�cation could be obtained
this way� the interplay of priority and choice itself being a very nontrivial issue�

Possible language extensions to be investigated are� ordinary ��strong�� sequen�
tial composition� renaming� recursion and action re�nement� Adding strong sequen�
tial composition would have the advantage that action pre�x is no longer an auxiliary
operator� �Note that we can simulate strong sequential composition using a total de�
pendency relation� but since this relation is global we would then lose the weak
version�� Adding renaming is straightforward� In the denotational semantics� adding
recursion is also straightforward �using standard �xpoint techniques�� Hence once
more we have a measuring stick for the operational case� The operational character�
isation however turns out to be problematic� mainly due to the fact that we cannot
de�ne guardedness in the usual way� Usually process variables are said to be guarded
if they are in the scope of a pre�xing operator or� more generally� if they only occur
on sleeping positions �Vaandrager �� 
�� corresponding to operands which are not
tested by the rules of the operational semantics� However� our rules for sequential
composition test both arguments and in fact there are no operators at all in our
language which have a sleeping position� This will be the subject of further research�
Finally� we plan to investigate the consistent extension of dependencies to action
re�nement� This has already been done in the denotational model �see ��
�� The
operational characterisation will probably not be easier than for the �ordinary� case
without dependencies� it remains to be seen if the existing techniques �see e�g� Aceto
and Hennessy ��
� Degano and Gorrieri � 
� Rensink ���
� are applicable�

Acknowledgement� Thanks are due to Frits Vaandrager for some very helpful
suggestions regarding the operational semantics�
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